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The evolution of the brittle-ductile transition
during the earthquake cycle
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The objectives of this project were to apply high-resolution earthquake relocation techniques to
resolve the time-dependent depth distribution of aftershocks and to develop viscoelastic models to
investigate the evolution of the brittle-ductile transition during the earthquake cycle, and the time-
dependent rheology near the base of seismogenic faults.

A first paper resulted from our work on this project ”The evolution of the seismic-aseismic tran-
sition during the earthquake cycle: Constraints from the time-dependent depth distribution of after-
shocks” (Rolandone et al., 2004). This paper is accepted for publication in Geophysical Research
Letters. The SCEC contribution number for this paper is 807.

In our GRL paper, we focus on the compelling case of the Landers earthquake. We use the time-
dependent depth distribution of aftershocks on the strike-slip Johnson Valley fault to constrain the
evolution of the seismic-aseismic transition in the crust. We evaluate the deepening of the aftershocks
relative to the background seismicity, and the time constant of the postseismic shallowing of the
deepest earthquakes. Using the example of the 1992 M 7.3 Landers earthquake, we show that in the
aftermath of a large earthquake the depth extent of aftershocks shows an immediate deepening from
pre-earthquake levels, followed by a time-dependent postseismic shallowing. We use these seismic
data to constrain the change in the depth of the seismic-aseismic transition with time throughout
the earthquake cycle. Most studies of the seismic-aseismic transition have focussed on the effects
of temperature and/or lithology on the transition either from brittle faulting to viscous flow or from
unstable to stable sliding. A strain-rate dependent transient deepening of the brittle-ductile transition
following a major earthquake is predicted by geological and laboratory observations. By analyzing
the time-dependent depth distributions of aftershocks, we identify and quantify the temporal evolution
of this transition. In the example of the Landers earthquake, its depth changes by as much as 3km
over the course of 4 years (Figure 1).

The depth of the seismic-aseismic transition in the crust has mainly been related to rheologi-
cal parameters controlled by regional strain rate and variations in lithology and crustal temperature
(Williams, 1996). However, we have shown that the temporary existence of deep events is correlated
in time with the occurrence of a large earthquake, followed by a time-dependent postseismic shallow-
ing. In the case of Landers, the shallowing coincided with a 4 year transient postseismic relaxation
indicated by GPS measurements (Savage et al., 2003). Post-Landers earthquake displacements have
been interpreted as viscous relaxation in the lower crust or in the upper mantle (Pollitz et al., 2000;
Freed and B̈urgmann, 2004). The change in depth of the seismic-aseismic transition reflects the
strain-rate dependent changes at the base of the seismogenic zone. The amplitude (a few kilometers)
and the duration (a few years) of the depth change argue for the importance of a mechanical control
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Figure 1: (a) Relocated seismicity around Landers epicenter (star) from 1984 to 2001. The box
indicates the seismicity around the surface rupture of the Johnson Valley fault used in this study.
Black squares are events deeper than 12 km. Grey lines are active faults. (b) Time-dependent depth
distribution of seismicity for the Johnson Valley fault. The dark grey curve shows the statistics for
d5% and the light grey for d95 for different time windows: 1984 to June 28 1992 (occurrence of the
Landers earthquake), June 28 1992 to 1994, 1994 to 1996, 1996 to 1998, and 1998 to 2001. The
dashed lines show the same statistics for the Hauksson (2000) relocations.

on the temporal distribution of deep earthquakes and on the depth of the seismic-aseismic transition.
Rolandone and Jaupart (2002) and Savage and Lachenbruch (2003), investigating the brittle-ductile
transition with respect to secular fault motion, emphasize strong spatial gradients in strain rate near
the bottom of the fault and argue that strain-rate dependence is more important than temperature
variations in defining the brittle-ductile boundary near active faults.

The characteristics of strain accumulation and release at the bottom of a major fault are still not
well understood. Possible physical mechanisms, which can give rise to the time-dependent depth
pattern of seismicity, are viscous deformation in the lower crust and upper mantle or rate and state-
dependent fault properties. Ductile loading, from the crust and/or upper mantle, in response to the
occurrence of a large earthquake, may concentrate stresses and trigger aftershocks. To illustrate the
effect of the earthquake on the local depth of the brittle-ductile transition, we show in Figure 2 the
strength in the frictional regime (8 Mpa km−1, assuming a friction coefficient of 0.75, Sibson, 1986)
and the d5% we calculated before Landers as the long-term depth of the brittle-ductile transition from
the background seismicity (solid grey). This transition can be interpreted as the intersection between
the friction law and a flow law in the ductile regime (here a Westerly granite flow law with a heat flow
of 52 mW/m2 (Williams, 1996) at a strain rate of 4x10−12 s−1). The brittle-ductile transition is deeper
after Landers due to high postseismic stresses and strain rates at the base of the seismogenic zone.
Following Landers, in the region below the long-term brittle-ductile transition, the stress will exceed
the brittle strength and previously ductile material will respond as a Coulomb material subjected
to brittle failure (June 1992 to 1994, red, where there are more events at greater depth than in any
other time period). Thus, there is a change in deformation mechanism from ductile to brittle. This
deepening of the seismicity and of the brittle-ductile transition is followed by postseismic relaxation
and a shallowing of the deep seismicity (1994 to 1996, blue, and then 1996 to 2001, green) and of the
depth of the transition.

We developed models with an elastic layer overlying a Newtonian viscoelastic layer. We calculate
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Figure 2: Histograms of the depth distribution of seismicity for different time periods (same intervals
as in Figure 1). Overlaid is the strength of the brittle and ductile materials.

the stress changes in the crust from the coseismic displacement and subsequent postseismic viscous
flow (Figure 3). High stresses in the ductile layer near the base of the elastic seismogenic zone are
favored by high elastic strength, high slip which tapers off rapidly and a fault extending into the
viscous layer (Ellis and Stoc̈khert, 2004).

Important questions, beyond the simple stress-change models, relate to the strength profiles for
the brittle and ductile crust before the occurrence of a large earthquake, and the impacts of coseis-
mic stress changes on the mode of deformation. The magnitude of the stress pulse is given by the
coseismic stress changes but the change in the mode of deformation is determined by the shear stress
reaching the frictional strength envelope. The ambient (long-term) viscous shear stress dictated by the
strength envelope in the ductile layer plus the stress pulse should exceed the brittle frictional strength.
Savage and Lachenbruch (2003) argue for a low effective friction coefficient close to the fault in the
plastosphere. This would favor a change in deformation mechanisms in the transition zone, because
it would decrease the stress increment needed to achieve brittle failure in this region.

The postseismic relaxation depends on the effective viscosity of the crust as indicated in Figure
3 which shows the stress history in the ductile crust. We can therefore relate the duration of the
deepening of the seismicity to the effective viscosity of the crust. We consider a linear Maxwell
viscosity, but to better understand the postseismic deformation, we are working on investigating more
complex rheologies such as power law flow in which the effective viscosity changes with stress and
therefore with time (Freed and Bürgmann, 2004). Non-linear or power law behavior, in which strain-
rate is proportional to stress raised to a power and exponentially dependent on temperature, has been
demonstrated in laboratory experiments. The strain rateε̇ is proportional to deviatoric stressσ by
a power law of the form:ε̇ = Aσn exp (−Q/RT ), where n is the power law exponent, Q is the
activation energy, T is the temperature and R is the Universal Gas Constant. The main advantage
of using power law rheologies is that we do not impose distinct elastic and viscoelastic layers with a
defined brittle-ductile transition. We are developing much more realistic models which are completely
viscoelastic with properties varying in accordance with temperature and stress. In these models,
viscoelastic upper crustal elements behave elastically because of cooler temperatures. We use the
code I-deas and builds on the work of Freed and Bürgmann (2004), who developed 3-D viscoelastic
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models of powerlaw flow within the Mojave lithosphere using constraints from SCEC GPS time-series
data.
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Figure 3: History of stress in the ductile crust, 0.7km below the long-term brittle-ductile transition,
for different crustal viscosities, during synseismic loading and postseismic relaxation. We use the
finite element code I-deas. The fault is 12.5km deep with uniform 5m of slip.

The study and modeling of the temporal variations in depth of seismicity will provide new insights
on mechanical processes that play a role on fault behavior and on the nature of earthquakes. Another
manuscript is in preparation (Rolandone et al., in prep. ) where we investigate the varying depth of
the seismic-aseismic transition for all large (M>6) strike-slip earthquakes in California to provide
constraints on near-fault rheology.

In this work we evaluated the earthquake-magnitude dependence of the postseismic seismicity
deepening and its duration. We find that smaller events (such as the 1984 M 6.3 Morgan Hill earth-
quake, Schaff et al., 2002) show less aftershock deepening and recover the pre-earthquake depth
pattern more rapidly than larger earthquakes. The recent Parkfield earthquake makes for a partic-
ularly interesting target for this approach (see 2005 proposal by Freed and Bürgmann) as it has an
extremely well located pre-earthquake catalog of microseismicity down to M 0.4 and may provide
a particularly detailed image of time-dependent seismic processes in the seismic-aseismic transition
zone. This analysis would complement the geodetic and modeling activities described in more detail
in the proposal.
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